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1. INTRODUCTION

The classical object model [56] supports private data within objects and clean

interfaces between objects. The standard mode of communication between

objects is message passing, where a client object sends a message to a server

object to request some services defined in the server’s interface; the client is

not aware of the private data hidden within the server and cannot manipu-

late these data except through side effects of the server’s responses to its

messages. This encapsulation makes it impossible for two or more arbitrary

objects to share data transparently and symmetrically in a tightly coupled

manner. This is reflected in both the compile-time view of objects as informa-

tion-hiding units and the execution-time view of objects as processes. Our

goal is to extend the classical object model to support transparent, symmetric,

and tightly coupled sharing.

The classical object model permits code and data defirzitions to be shared

via inheritance, but not data ualues. Data values can be shared symmetri-

cally but nontransparently, by encapsulating the shared data in a third

object accessed through message passing [1]. Data can be shared asymmetri-

cally by encapsulating them within one of the objects, which may access them

transparently, but the only access available to other objects is through

message passing; any sharing is by convention and outside the programming

model. It is possible to share data symmetrically and transparently, but only

among all instances of a certain class (class variables) or a certain set of

classes (pool variables), or all objects (global variables) [24]. We know of one

previously proposed object model that does support shared data among arbi-

trary objects: Self [54] treats all data as potentially shared, transparently and

symmetrically, but the data are loosely coupled. There is no language sup-

port for compile-time consistency checking of access to any data; instead, all

access is through message passing. 1

We are concerned with distributed applications, where clients and servers

may reside in the same process or in different processes on the same or

different machines. Distribution complicates sharing because two objects that

share a common subpart need not reside in the same address space, and in

these cases apparently direct access must be implemented via message

passing. A few distributed object systems (e. g., [50] and [55]) support some

form of partitioning of object subcomponents among different nodes, but the

subcomponents cannot be shared among multiple objects.

We propose a new object model that supports data sharing among arbitrary

objects in a distributed environment by separating compile-time and execu-

tion-time concerns. There are three important components: ~acet.s, objects,

and processes. Facets are the minimal units of data and control; facets may

be shared among multiple objects and may reside in processes. Our objects

reflect the compile-time aspect of classical objects: Each object encapsulates

1A recent paper on Self [10] de~cribe~ an optimizing compiler that, among other things, Infers

types and that uses this information in code generation,
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one or more facets and provides an external interface to other objects. Our

processes reflect the execution-time aspect: Each process colocates one or

more facets within a single address space and manages their scheduling (i. e.,

allocation of computation and communication resources). Objects and pro-

cesses are orthogonal: Objects are not contained in processes, nor vice versa.

Our new model is motivated by an important application domain, financial

services. Advanced financial services, for example, “programmed trading,”

involve (1) enormous amounts of data; (2) sharing of data among large

numbers of simultaneous users; (3) rapidly changing data, for example, as

prices of financial instruments fluctuate; (4) changes to data outside the

control of the system, for example, from the stock exchange wire; and (5)

economic penalties for making decisions based on obsolete data. These prob-

lems have been articulated by other researchers, but not solved (e.g., [461).

Objects are naturally suited to represent such real-world phenomena,

except that there is no provision for sharing data among objects. This is the

motivation for our extension of the classical object model to support transpar-

ent, symmetric, tightly coupled sharing of data. Transparency is needed since

the shared data are logically part of each sharing object. Symmetry is needed

to treat multiple sharing objects uniformly. Tight coupling is required to

guarantee static semantic consistency at compile time. Tight coupling is also

important at run time, since our rapidly changing data are similar to the

real-time data of manufacturing and telecommunications: The data change

when it changes, and cannot be blocked until convenient. However, financial

applications are more like telecommunications than manufacturing, since

performance can degrade gracefully (to a point) as changes arise on the order

of seconds rather than microseconds and sampling is acceptable.

Financial services is also one of the primary motivating applications for

database management systems, which support shared data (the database)

and separate compile-time (data definition) from execution-time (database

applications) issues. But conventional databases do not support encapsula-

tion within objects, or even a clear notion of “object,” while object-oriented

databases [20] do not support sharing among objects. Neither makes execu-

tion-time issues such as scheduling and data placement among nodes explicit

in the programming model, but both bury concurrency and distribution in the

underlying database manager. Our object model addresses these problems at

an abstract level, although it does not treat the persistence or associative

query issues of databases. Our model is not specific to financial services, but

is suitable for other applications with similar requirements, such as network

management [43], weather modeling, and animation [251.

We start by discussing an extended financial services example in general

terms to motivate our new object model. Then we give an overview of a new

programming language, PROFIT (Programmed Financial Trading), based

on our model. PROFIT is intended as a coordination language [131, with local

declarations and statements written in a computation language, such as C or

C + +. We then present PROFIT’s facets, objects, and processes, followed by a

discussion of timing and synchronization concerns. Two prototype implemen-

tations of subsets of PROFIT have been developed, and both are discussed
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briefly. We compare our work to related work and summarize our contribu-

tions.

2. EXAMPLE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Consider a financial market, with both stocks and options, collectively called

instruments. Our system manages portfolios made up of combinations of such

instruments. For the sake of the example, we assume that there are only

three companies: Institutional Books and ikfaterials, Domestic Educational

Corporation, and Supplies, Umbrellas, and Novelties, abbreviated INS, DOM,

and SUP, respectively. Options on their stocks are available with various

expiration dates. This system, called the Stock Environment Calculator

(SEC), monitors the current prices of the stocks and options and executes the

appropriate purchases and sales (according to certain constraints associated

with the particular portfolio by a financial analyst) as market conditions

change. we describe three aspects of SEC: consistent access to the current

prices of a stock and its options (the 9AM stock price along with the 9:10 AM

option price could result in disastrous financial strategies), easy program-

ming of the code that tracks the changing prices to determine when action

should be taken, and transparent sharing of the prices by all the users of the

system.

The key challenge is that the prices of the various stocks and options

change rapidly, perhaps several times a minute, and, to a first approxima-

tion, independently from each other and from the actions taken within the

SEC. 2 What we have in mind is essentially soft real-time processing, where

data can be sampled at particular time intervals (typically seconds rather

than microseconds) and the precision of the time intervals may be coarse

(i.e., we do not assume a real-time operating system). Another difficult

problem is to support many simultaneous users of the SEC, transparently

and efficiently sharing the rapidly changing data under these soft timing

constraints.

An individual portfolio consists of a set of specific instruments and a set of

strategies for when to buy and to sell (for simplicity, we assume that

strategies are written as simple imperative programs, e.g., “buy low, sell

high,” that do not change over the life of the portfolio).3 Each portfolio is

organized into subparts, where each subpart represents the instruments for a

particular company, together with any aspect of the strategy specific to that

company (see Figure 1). For example, if the price of a particular company’s

stock increased 10 percent since purchase, or over the last 24 hours, buy more

(or sell). Additional subparts support strategies that cut across companies

and that maintain any other data needed. A subpart representing the instru-

ments of a particular company contains the current price of the stock and the

2We assume that most buys and sells continue to be executed outside the PROFIT application
system.
3As part of his M.S, thesis at Columbia University, Tushar Patel is interacting with Citicorp to
determine a reahstic approach to defining strategies.
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current price of each option (we assume in our examples only two options per

company, expiring at different times with the same strike price). Multiple

portfolios refer to the same company’s instruments with independent criteria

for when price changes are significant to the financial analysts’ strategies.

The difficult problem is how to notify the computations reflecting the strate-

gies of these portfolios when the prices of the stocks and options change.

There are three ways to structure the solution. The actiue ualue approach

propagates each change to every interested portfolio. Polling requires every

interested portfolio to poll the current value. The third, preferred approach

uses claemons. In this section we compare these three approaches at an

abstract level and describe PROFIT’s support for the daemon approach in the

remainder of the paper.

In the active value approach, which is supported by several object-based

programming languages [511, any change to any value is propagated to all

other parts of the program that might be “interested” in that change. The

propagation invokes code associated in advance with the data and the kind of

change. A traditional application is changing the speed of a simulated car,

with propagation resulting in an updated display of the speedometer reading

and the consumption rate of fuel. As shown in Figure 2, the active value

approach combines the shared data (D) and whatever computation is neces -
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Fig, 3. Polhng approach

sary to monitor (M) the changes to the data in the same entity.4 The

monitoring is accomplished via side effects of the procedures that store (or

retrieve) the data. The monitor code has the responsibility to notify all other

interested computations (C) of changes.

The active value approach has a significant flaw with respect to our

application: Since price changes are frequent and typically small (~ point),

some changes may be insignificant from the point of view of some portfolios.

Thus, the system can be flooded by many notification messages to which few

portfolios are paying attention: The consequent network traffic may be

unacceptable for real-world scenarios. One solution is for the monitor code to

know the separate criteria for each interested portfolio regarding what

changes it considers important. This would add a substantial computational

component to the active value and would greatly complicate the program-

ming of the monitor code, as well as add significantly to processing overhead.

(This problem is even more significant when new portfolios can be added

while the SEC is in operation. We discuss dynamic reconfiguration elsewhere

[26] and do not address this topic in this paper.)

Polling is the traditional means for implementing device drivers and

can be implemented in any imperative programming language. The idea

is to check over and over again whether a given data item has changed.

Figure 3 illustrates this approach: The shared data (D) are passive, and the

interested computation entities (C) directly incorporate the monitoring (M) of

changes to the data. The computation code must include explicit statements

to check whether the shared data have been changed in a manner considered

significant by the particular computation.

Polling overcomes the problems with the active value approach, since each

portfolio can decide how often to check each stock or option price and under

what criteria to take action. Unfortunately, this requires the programmer to

manage computation resources (processor time) and communication resources

(network bandwidth) by hand, in deciding where the main strategy should be

interspersed with which polling code. This is not a serious impediment when

polling only a single price, but is complicated when the latest prices of

multiple instruments must be considered both individually and in combina-

tion [22]. Table I compares a very simple case involving only two instruments

with all polling at the same frequency.

.—
4An enhty (one of the circles in Figures 2-4) is not necessarily eqmvalent to a process, This is
explained in detail in Section 6
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Table I. Complexity of Polling

Without explicit polling With explicit polling

INS. UP.1O%: int old-INS, old_DOM;
{sell_INS( );} while (1) {

INS_down_15%: if (INS_ price > (1 l*old.INS))
{buy _INS( );} {sell_INS( );old_INS = INS_price;};

INS_ exceeds_ DOM: if (INS _prlce < (0.85 *old_ INS))
{buy _DOM( ); sell_INS( );} {buy _INS( );old-INS = INS-price;};

if (INS. price > DOM_price && old-INS < old-DOM)
{buy _DOM( ); sell-INS( );

old. INS = INS_price;
old. DOM = DOM-price; };

We prefer a more sophisticated solution in which the shared prices are

monitored by simple daemons [2]. Each daemon contains a trigger that

informs the mainline strategy when something “interesting” happens. Ac-

tive values and polling both employ two entities, one representing the prices

and the other the portfolio manager. The daemon approach uses three

entities, adding an intermediate entity that polls the prices and that behaves

as an active value with respect to the portfolio manager. The advantages

include a simpler programming model and the capability for each user to

decide how best to balance computation and communication resources between

the three entities.

For example, one daemon might poll more frequently than another if the

first financial analyst is concerned with up-to-the-minute prices while the

second bases decisions only on long-term trends.5 Figure 4 shows the three

entities: passive shared data (D), as in polling; the strategic computation (C),

as in the active value solution; and a separate daemon (M) that both polls the

data and informs the associated portfolio manager of important changes. This

makes it easy to program special monitor code for each computation without

disrupting the programming of the computation code (i.e., the code imple-

menting the financial strategy). Furthermore, it may be possible to lower

communication costs if the daemons can be placed within the prices’

process or, perhaps more practically, in separate processes on the same

machine as the prices (i.e., the machine connected to the stock prices feed),

while the strategies might execute on users’ workstations.

Daemons reflect an intermediate point in the spectrum between polling

and active values, and capture the best of both. A daemon can use more

complex criteria than either polling or active values. For example, it can

decide how often to poll based on the volatility of the market, and

can propagate changes based on the specific criteria provided by its client

portfolio manager, which might change over time.

One way to aid the financial programmer in applying this system architec-

ture based on daemons would be to implement a library of subroutine calls in

5The first analyst is presumably willing to pay for the additional resources consumed; real

economic costs are considered in Section 7.
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Fig, 4. Daemon approach.

some conventional programming language, such as C or C + + . However, it

seems unlikely that any one daemon solution as coded would work across all

programming problems andior machine architectures. Some programming

problems might be better served by polling or active values, while others

might be able to exploit a different combination of polling and active values

than what we have defined in our daemons.

Therefore, we have designed a programming model that provides the

appropriate building blocks to represent the daemon solution as well as

active values and polling easily. Now the question arises, What is the best

way to present the components of this model? The building blocks could be

reflected by collections of subroutines called from an existing language or

integrated into a uniform level of abstraction as part of a new programming

language. We chose an intermediate point on this spectrum: We maintain

traditional data structures and control flow from a conventional computation

language, but add pervasive new constructs representing our programming

model to coordinate among computations (the term computation as used here

should not be confused with the computation entities described above and, in

fact, encompasses computation, monitor, data, and other entities). Relying on

an existing computation language allows us to focus on the innovative

aspects of our model. An additional advantage of this language design

technique is that prototype implementations can be written as simple prepro-

cessors plus run-time libraries, rather than as full-scale compilers (although

this introduces the canonical problem of debugging a preprocessed language). 6

Our contributions are an explicit programming model for shared data in a

concurrent object system and an associated programming language. The

model provides transparent, symmetric, and tightly coupled sharing by de-

coupling information hiding and computationlcommunication concerns. In

the sequel, we explain how the components of our programming model, as

expressed in the programming language, directly address the implementa-

tion of our example and support other applications with the characteristics

outlined in the Introduction.

3. OVERVIEW OF PROFIT

Our programming model, which reflects the implementation architecture

sketched in the previous section, motivates our design of the PROFIT pro-

gramming language. There are three main concepts:

6Debugging methodologies and tools for applications involving rapidly changing data is itself an
interesting research topic, but outside the scope of this paper.
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(1) Facet, the minimal unit of data and control, in particular, the unit of

shared data. A facet consists of a number of named slots, each of which

may contain either a data value or procedure code. Each facet includes a

special active slot, which indicates the currently running operation

(evaluation of a data or procedure slot); operations may not execute

concurrently within a facet.7

(2) Object, a statically defined collection of facets representing an informa-

tion-hiding unit. An object defines a context for binding references be-

tween facets in the same object and an external interface for receiving

messages from other objects.

(3) Process, a statically defined collection of facets— orthogonal to

objects—that must execute at the same physical location. That is,

a process represents a single virtual address space in which its

facets reside, and allocation of computation and communication resources

to facets is handled by their process. Multiple facets may execute

concurrently within the same process.

Every facet is a member of one or more objects and exactly one process. In

the simplest case, there is exactly one process in the entire program, and

thus, all objects execute on the same machine within the same virtual

address space. When there are multiple processes, different facets of the same

object may reside in different processes. Objects and facets can be written

independently of processes and can later be configured into a system by

defining processes; any legal configuration will provide a logically correct

program, although one may be more efficient than another on a given

concurrent architecture [5].

What we have in mind for the example financial application is one SEC

process containing all of the prices, and one additional process for each

individual user of the SEC. 8 Each user would define one object corresponding

to each of his or her portfolios, each object consisting of new computation and

daemon facets and the relevant previously defined prices facets. !i!he compu-

tation facets would live in the user’s process, while the prices facets would be

updated only in the SEC process; the daemons could live in the same process

with the prices, allowing tighter timing constraints and lower communica-

tion costs than if they lived with the portfolio computations, but there are

difficulties incurred by security and other proprietary concerns, not ad-

dressed in this paper. These relationships between facets, objects, and pro-

cesses are illustrated in Figure 5. These concepts are explained in more

detail in the next three sections, while timing and synchronization issues are

considered in the subsequent section.

l?here is a fourth concept, Program, that specifies the objects and processes

that together make up a single executable program, the physical locations of

the processes at execution time, and the initialization code to start the

7A facet is ~uperficially similar to the “frame” of AI languages [121, but analogies based on
frames would be misleading.
8Actually, a user might own multiple processes, each for a different portfolio.
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Fig. 5. Facets, objects, and processes.

program running. For the purposes of this paper, we assume that facets,

objects, processes, and programs are all defined statically, so it is not possible

to add new components while a program is executing. In the more general

case, however, it would be necessary to be able to add user-defined objects

(portfolios) and corresponding processes (executing on behalf of new users) to

an already executing program, and to be able to remove such objects and

processes (e.g., when their subscription to the SEC service ends), as well as to

add and remove instruments.

PROFIT’s facets and objects provide nice abstractions for programming

each of the three approaches to our example of the previous section:

(1)

(2)

(3)

In the active values approach (Figure 2 in the previous section), a prices

facet is shared among several objects. This facet must provide the data

and change monitoring and notification of interested objects. The facet

must be balanced (by its programmer) between computation, to decide

which objects are interested, and communication, to make sure that all

interested objects are informed of changes. Each of these objects also

contains one or more nonshared facets that receive the notification and

carry out the appropriate financial strategy.

In the polling approach (Figure 3), the prices facet contains shared data

only. Each interested object includes a nonshared facet that carries out

both computation and change monitoring for each prices facet, with an ad

hoc balance between how frequently change should be polled for and the

disruption of the primary computation.

In the daemon-based approach (Figure 4), the prices facet again contains

only shared data. Each interested object includes (at least) two nonshared

facets, one that carries out the computation and the other that does the

change monitoring. Each change monitoring facet is devoted to polling a

shared prices facet, performing only that computation necessary to deter-

mine which changes are interesting to its object, and notifying the

strategy facet accordingly.

Processes support the run-time behavior of our example: All relevant

timing constraints are expressed directly by the procedures located within a

ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 14, No. 2, April 1992
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facet’s slots, so each facet can poll/notify at the time intervals appropriate for

the object(s) containing it. It is the responsibility of the enclosing process to

schedule the execution of facets to meet these timing constraints. Timing

issues are elaborated on in Section 7; until then, we are concerned primarily

with the expressiveness of PROFIT’s programming model.

As mentioned in the Introduction, PROFIT is more a language extension

than an entirely new language, in that it does not define the details of the

base language, in this case the data and procedures that may appear in slots.

We intend these to be written in a conventional programming language,

perhaps in multiple languages, but for discussion purposes, we assume that C

is used. g Thus, data slots contain C data values, and procedure slots contain

C functions. A PROFIT program would be translated automatically into C,

augmented with a package of macros and subroutines. This package would

provide facilities for evaluating slots within the same facet, handling indirec-

tion to other facets in the same object, to the entries in the external

interfaces of other objects, and so on.

One issue is whether multiple data slots, of the same or different facets,

can point to the same data structure. This is a problem since different facets

might reside in different processes, so direct sharing is not always possible.

One solution might be distributed virtual memory [39]. We follow a simpler

approach: no sharing of data structures, only entire facets (i. e., there is no

pointer aliasing). Data structures are copied when transmitted as arguments

(often called marshaling [231), whether within the same process or across

process boundaries.

4. FACETS

The facet is the minimal unit of data and control. A facet has a unique name

and a set of named slots, each of which may contain either a data value or

procedure code. Slots are typed, either the type of the data (a C datatype) or

the return value of the procedure (a C datatype or void). Procedure slots

must be equated to specific C functions at compile time, while data slots may

optionally be assigned to a specific value determinable at compile time or run

time; if not explicitly initialized, data slots are implicitly set to null values.

Evaluating a data slot returns the current value, while evaluating a proce-

dure slot executes the procedure (with the parameters provided) and returns

the result of the execution, if any. Data slots may be reassigned during

execution to new values, but procedure slots cannot be changed.
For example, the set of prices for the instruments of the Institutional Books

and Materials Company would be represented as a facet, called INS-instru-

ments (Figure 6). The only operations are (implicit) get and put pairs for

each data slot. In this example, there is one possible writer—some agent

external to the SEC representing the stock prices feed— and multiple readers

(daemons) from different portfolios. In the general case, however, facets

‘We have developed two preliminary implementations, one for C and the other for C+ +, which
is discussed in Section 8.
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Fig, 6. INS-instruments facet

Fig. 7. DOM-daemon monitor

permit read/write sharing. Another example facet would be the daemon that

monitors the changing prices of Domestic Educational Corporation’s instru-

ments (Figure 7). The daemon would keep certain local data such as high and

low trigger values, used by its procedures (here monitor-code) when decid-

ing whether to notify the corresponding portfolio manager.

There is a distinguished slot within each facet, called active, that repre-

sents the currently executing operation (either evaluation of a procedure slot,

or put or get on a data slot). By definition, there can be at most one

operation executing within a facet at any time; hence, all reads and writes

are mutually exclusive. Among other things, the operation indicates its

originating object (the notion of originating object is explained in the next

section). If the active slot is null, then the facet is not doing anything. 10

A prices facet, for example, INS-instruments, would normally be passive

except while get or put is running. The get operation must be able to return

multiple prices from the INS-instruments facet to ensure consistent access,

while for our example the put operation could be restricted to a single value

since price changes are independent (i. e., price changes are real world and

provided from outside the SEC system). 11 A portfolio management strategy,

say, one that involves statistics specific to the Institutional Books and

Materials Company, might be passive until the daemon wakes it up after a

significant change to decide whether to buy or to sell, or might be continu-

ously running some procedure that carries out some extensive analysis.

A facet represents a closed scope, which means that every use of an

identifier matches an identifier defined within the facet. There are no free

variables. Each procedure is also a scope, with its own local variables,

although it is not closed. The facet’s slots are global to the procedure, and the

facet is treated as the procedure’s enclosing scope. A procedure can access

10The ~Ctive slot is not shown in the figures in this section, so that we can concentrate on data

and procedure slots, but is illustrated in some figures in the next section.
llThe instrument facets represent the real prices. Analysis of hypothetical market conditions
would involve “what-if’ prices represented separately.
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Fig. 8. Indirect slots.
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stock-price
.“

2Q-option-price ❑ indjrect

only its local variables and the slots of its facet, not anything outside the

enclosing facet.

In order to support references from one facet to another, one or more slots

of the first facet may be declared indirect, as depicted in Figm-e 8.12 The

containing object is then obliged to provide a binding, normally to a slot in

some other facet within the same object (the other possibility is to an entry in

the interface of another object, discussed in the next section). Every object

has a binding table for this purpose. When a procedure slot is being executed

and the code references an indirect slot (data or procedure) of its facet, then

the semantics are to refer to the current object’s binding table to resolve the

reference. (There may be more than one containing object, so the notion of

current object is significant; this is explained in the next section.)

This approach is related to the compositional model of the Jade program-

ming environment [481, where each component (which may be an object,

operation, type, etc.) is associated with a “habitat” that specifies all external

dependencies. Objects are constructed from components by matching the

facilities provided by one component with the dependencies of another. Our

approach is closer to delegation than to either this compositional model or the

traditional inheritance of object-oriented languages. In delegation, when one

object cannot handle a message, it defers it to another [40, 52]. We diverge

from the traditional notion of delegation by resolving indirect references on a

slot-by-slot basis, rather than on an entity-by-entity basis; the actual resolu-

tion takes place at the enclosing level (object), rather than at the entity level

(facet). Furthermore, we delegate fully to the receiving facet’s own context

(its own slots), and it cannot access slots in the delegating facet (except

through its own indirect slots); that is, there is no “self pointer. ” This is

relevant if the evaluated slot is a procedure that references other slots. Our

rationale for this decoupling is that facets should be self-contained and

written independently of any other facets; they may assume external code

and data, to be provided by the enclosing object, but must explicitly declare

12 In ~hi~ ~gure ~~e indirect ~lOt~ are labeled with the indirect symbol, an “i” in a circle, and the

keyword indirect, but late~ on, only the symbol is used; similarly, procedure slots representing C
functions are labeled with the function symbol, a pointing finger.
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Fig.9. Binding.

these assumptions. Figure 9 illustrates the resulting

daemon. Details are discussed in the next section.

5. OBJECTS

binding for the DOM-

As in the classical object model, a PROFIT object is the compile-time unit of

information hiding. It defines an external interface and encapsulates its

internal data and procedures. The interface defines the object’s unique name

and the set of entries visible to other objects. PROFIT objects are different

from classical objects in that all internal data and procedures are supplied by

facets. An object encapsulates its member facets in that all external refer-

ences must go through the object interface. This means that each object must

bind each entry in its interface to a slot in one of its facets. Since facets may

contain indirect slots, each object must also bind each indirect slot in one of

its facets, either to a slot in another one of its facets or to an entry in the

interface of another object. In both cases, the result of the mapping is to a

pair, either (facet, slot) or (object, entry). A generic object is shown in Figure

10. Figure 11 shows how several facets may be bound together within a

generic object; bindings for the SUP portfolio object are illustrated in Figure

12. Note, in particular, the indirection to the customer entry in the external

interface of the separate Joe-Broker object.

When code (a C function) is executing within a facet, it may directly access

only those slots defined in the same facet. Accesses to indirect slots are

resolved through the binding table at run time. 13 The evaluation of a slot

results in a call to a C function, for a procedure slot, or to the get or put

operation, for a data slot. A call within a facet is treated like a conventional

procedure call, except that the called operation is (conceptually) placed in the

active slot.

For calls between facets, we first consider the viewpoint of the called facet

and then discuss the calling facet. There is a queue associated with each

facet, and an arriving call is inserted into the end of the queue. 14 When the

.

13Compi1e-time optimization are possible, although comphcated by the multiple containing
objects, as discussed later on

14As we shall see in Section 7, this queue is a priority queue, but for the purposes of the
intervening sections, we treat it as if it were purely FIFO.
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Fig. 11. Generic binding table.

-

(facet-A, data2) (facet-B,data5)

(facet-B,data4) (facet-C, data6)

facet’s active slot is empty, the facet accepts the call at the front of its queue

and sets its active slot ~c~ordingly. Subse-quent indirection is with respect to

the binding table of the object responsible for the call (such responsibility is

explained later). When the called operation completes, the facet places the

response in the queue for the calling facet and clears its active slot, and then

goes on to accept its next queued call, if any. From the viewpoint of the

calling facet, it queues the appropriate operation at the called facet and

clears its own active slot. The calling facet is not suspended, but may now

15 When the response to the original call isaccept the next call in its queue.

eventually accepted from its queue, the facet continues with the operation

that made the call from the point where it left off.

These discussions of both caller and callee viewpoints are equally valid for

indirection to another facet in the same object or to an entry in the interface

of another object (and ultimately a facet in this other object). When a call is

1GIt is irnpcmtant that the calling procedure cxmure that im local ~cmiablefi cm well as the facet’s

data slots are in a consistent state before making the call. This issue is discussed further in

Sections 7 and 10.
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made across processes, we use the conventional remote procedure call

the next section, we discuss the details of implementing these synchronous

[7]. In

calls and also dewribe machani~m~ th~t perra~t asynchronous calls.

So far, we have considered only the case where a facet is part of exactly one

object, and thus, there is exactly one binding table that needs to be consid-

ered. When a facet is shared among multiple objects, each of these objects

provides a di~ferent binding table that must resolve all of the shared facet’s

indirect slots, as illustrated in Figure 13. For example, facet D, slot R maps

to facet A, slot X in Object 1, but to facet B, slot U in Object 2. When a facet

is active, only one binding is actually used, the one belonging to the object

from whose facet the active facet was called. Since a shared facet may be
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Fig. 14. Shared INS-instruments facet.

called from another shared facet, it is necessary for the appropriate binding

table (i.e., its pointer or index) to be passed as an implicit parameter in each

call.

Since prices of stocks and options are shared among many portfolios, their

corresponding price facets are shared among the objects representing the

relevant portfolios. Consider two portfolios, Ferdinand and Solid Assets,

which both include a number of shares in Instructional Books and Materials.

Each portfolio has its own strategy for the buying and selling of INS stocks,

but both share the INS-instruments facet, as shown in Figure 14.

Communication between objects is a simple extension of the communica-

tion between facets. When a call is received at the interface of an object, the

object maps the call to a procedure slot of one of its member facets. The call is

queued normally at the facet. When the call returns, the object must send the

result back to the calling object. Because objects can communicate with many

other objects, we associate a queue with each object’s external interface. As

soon as a call in this queue has been mapped to a particular facet, it is moved

from the object’s queue to the facet’s queue, and the object goes on to resolve

the next external call.

6. PROCESSES

The classical object model does not specify a particular role for processes.

There is a spectrum of relationships between objects and processes reflected

in the concurrent object-based systems described in the literature. An object

may be a passive entity manipulated by one or more processes [171, it may

be one of many passive objects contained in a particular process [53], it

may be an active entity and be equivalent to a process [181, or several objects
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may reside in the same process and communicate among themselves and/or

with objects in other processes [81.

PROFIT processes are close to the conventional notion of processes in

operating systems. Each facet resides in the address space of a particular

process, and processes thus represent the execution-time organization of

facets. In contrast, objects represent the compile-time organization of facets.

Objects do not “live” anywhere, and facets of the same object may reside in

different processes. The external interface and binding table of every object

are replicated in every (relevant) process, with no run-time overhead since,

unlike the contents of facet data slots, this information is determined at

compile time and is not modifiable during execution.

The significance of a process is in the allocation of its computation and

communication resources among the facets that reside in the process. The

total processor time of all of the facets cannot be more than the processor

time allotted by the operating system to the process, and trade-offs must be

made among the computation needs of the facets. Similarly, the total commu-

nication of all of the facets cannot require higher bandwidth than allotted to

the process, and again, trade-offs must be made. (The allotments from the

operating system may be fixed or dynamic, but balancing among processes,

as opposed to within processes, is outside the scope of this paper. ) But, before

discussing timing and synchronization concerns (in the next section), we first

elaborate on the implementation mechanisms for synchronous and asyn-

chronous calls among facets, whether in the same or different processes.

The implementation of interface communication is based on threads.

There are many notions of thread, running a spectrum from lightweight, as

in Mach’s raw threads [49], to mediumweight, as in Mach’s C-thread package

[161, to heavyweight, as in a full UNIX16 process [21. The common concept is

that a thread has a single locus of control. What distinguishes the variety of

threads is the degrees of ownership of context (registers, stack), data re-

sources (address space), computation resources (processor time), and commu-

nication resources (network bandwidth).

What we have in mind is mediumweight threads. Along with a simple

locus of control, a PROFIT thread maintains context (i.e., a stack) between

nested calls, thereby permitting recursion. Alternatively, lightweight threads

without their own stacks would necessitate a FORTRAN-style programming

model, without recursion or automatic variables; heavyweight threads, that

is, one facet per process, would place resource allocation at the operating

system level rather than within the programming model.

In the previous section, we have discussed the notion of queuing calls for

facets and for objects. Here, we elaborate in terms of threads. The rest of this

section discusses the manipulation of threads in detail. It is important for the

reader to appreciate the complexities that are completely hidden from the

programmer by PROFIT.

Each call in a facet queue is represented by a thread, which provides the

context of the call. Since objects have no physical representation, object

16UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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queues are implemented as special queues in processes, and processes take

over the objects’ run-time role in forwarding external calls to the appropriate

facets. First, we discuss the manipulation of threads in facet queues, and

then we discuss the creation of threads in response to calls (messages) queued

for processes.

When a procedure in one facet makes a call to another facet, the first

facet’s current thread is suspended and enqueued for the called facet. When a

thread reaches the front of a facet’s queue, the facet sets its active slot to

reference the dequeued thread and resumes the thread to evaluate the called

slot; when the call completes, the thread is suspended and enqueued for the

caller. This works only among facets within the same process, where enqueu -

ing and dequeuing of threads are managed by simple index or pointer

manipulation. When calls are made across process boundaries, a stand-in

thread must be created in the remote process, as discussed below.

Consider the following example of interface calls: The SUP-daemon period-

ically polls the SUP-instruments prices, to compare to its own trigger values.

If the criteria are met, the daemon notifies the SUP-strategy computa-

tion. The SUP-daemon’s call to evaluate a data slot within its own facet is

shown in Figure 15, while the SUP-daemon call to get data from the

SUP-instruments facet is depicted in Figure 16.

There are two situations in which processes create new threads: when a

call is made across process boundaries and when an asynchronous call is

made, whether within a process or from one process to another. (There is a

third case, at system start-up, but we ignore initialization in this paper.)

When a facet calls another facet that resides in another process, whether the

called facet is in the same or in a different object, the calling thread is

suspended. The calling facet accepts the next thread in its queue. Meanwhile,

the process sends a message to the other process, indicating (facet, slot),

parameters, return point, and some identification of the calling object, needed

to select the appropriate binding table as explained in the previous section. It

is never necessary to send (object, entry), because every object’s interface

map is replicated in every process, so this can be resolved to (facet, slot)

locally. The message is appended to the receiving process’s queue.

The receiving process removes the first message in its queue, creates a

corresponding thread, and queues the thread for the indicated facet. When

the call is completed, the process sends a message back to the sending

process’s queue. The sending process matches the message with the sus-

pended calling thread and queues the thread for the original calling facet.

Figures 17 and 18 show an example of interprocess call and return, respec-

tively, where the DOM-instruments facet resides in one process while the

DOM-daemon facet lives in another. The DOM-daemon calls (polls) the

DOM-instruments to get the latest prices.

Asynchronous calls work similarly to synchronous calls as explained above,

with three significant differences. The first is that the process creates a new

thread to represent the asynchronous call. The second difference is that the

calling facet does not suspend its thread, but instead continues execution.

The third is that there is no return point; when an asynchronous call

ACM TransactIons on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 14, No 2, April 1992.
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completes, its thread is terminated. 17 Figure 19 shows an example where the

DOM-daemon facet makes an asynchronous call to notify the DOM-strategy

facet of a significant price change (determined from polling, similar to Figure

16). Note that this does not permit the calling facet to wait for the completion

of the asynchronous call (or, more generally, to wait for an asynchronous call

from another facet).

It is undesirable to add a receive statement to the PROFIT language, in

order to provide some means for blocking an active facet until an asyn-

chronous call, because the waiting time could be extreme. This avoidance of

blocking also reveals a problem analogous to the nested monitors problem

[31, 421. PROFIT does not provide any way to make an atomic call. When a

facet makes a synchronous call to another facet, it relinquishes the calling

thread and serves the next thread in its queue. This context switching may

result in arbitrary changes to the facet’s data slots before the original thread

is resumed. In those cases where it is necessary for certain data items to

maintain their current values during a synchronous call to another facet,

these data must be stored in the local variables of the calling procedure (C

function) —and, thus, in the thread’s stack, where there is no danger of being

overwritten by unrelated threads queued for the same facet. This lack of

atomicit y is intentional, since atomicity directly conflicts with the need for

rapid reaction to change: An “atomic” call that can be interrupted (and not

rolled back), say, to meet timing constraints, is, of course, not really atomic.

The various timing and synchronization concerns are elaborated on in the

next section.

7. TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION

In an ideal world with infinite computation and communication resources,

there would be no reason to control how processor time is allocated among

threads or how frequently data are polled or messages are sent. But in

the real world, computation and communication have real economic costs,

and it is necessary to strike a balance between the desired perfect common

knowledge [29] about the current values of rapidly changing data and the

pragmatic of shared resources.

In today’s computing environment, resources can generally be split be-

tween privately used resources and publicly offered services. In the case of

privately used resources, the owner must determine how best to allocate

them to solve a problem. In the case of publicly offered resources, there are a

number of users contending, and allocation must be based on some criteria

(e.g., equitable allocation, charging per access, nepotism). In our SEC exam-

ple, the prices database might be a service provided on a mainframe, and

each portfolio manager might execute on an analyst’s workstation. Each

analyst would decide how to allocate the computation resources of his or her

workstation to best solve the problem (e. g., how much processor time to allot

to a particular daemon or portfolio manager). But the analysts would share

17An optimization is returning the thread to a pool for later reuse, rather than deallocating it.
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‘i= Fig 20, Run-time organization of SEC with

communication resources on the network and .

mainframe, and use would be controlled to prevent degraded service.

There are many approaches to controlling the use of resources. Due to the

nature of our application, we have to be particularly concerned with timing

constraints. Again consider the model illustrated in Figure 4, with a logical

organization of portfolio manager computations, daemons, and shared prices.

This can be physically organized in several ways. One possibility is shown in

Figure 20, where the portfolio manager computation and the corresponding

daemon reside on the analyst’s workstation and the shared data reside on the

mainframe. In this case, the daemon monitors the prices by polling over the

network, and when there is an interesting price change, it interrupts the

local computation thread. Another, given in Figure 21, places the daemon

together with the prices on the mainframe and leaves the portfolio manager

computation on the workstation. In this case, the daemon monitors by local

polling and, when there is an interesting change, sends a message over the

network to interrupt the computation. In the former case, the major use of

public services is network traffic, whereas in the latter it is processing time

on the shared machine.

In either of these cases, the daemon drives the costs. Hence, the PROFIT

programmer must be able to control the frequency of these expensive opera-

tions. So our first major concern in implementing our application is the

timing of repeated operations (i. e., polling). There will be a number of

requests from multiple daemons for the same instrument’s data, and they

will have to be serviced in some order; there are also the updates from the

stock exchange wire. It is clear that the updates are more important than

accesses with respect to the accuracy of the system, and in fact, a daemon

most likely would not want to go ahead with its request if it knew that it

would return old data. So our second major concern is with priority of

different agents.

Finally, after a daemon has received a sequence of prices and has noticed

an interesting change, it must inform the associated portfolio manager
computation. If the manager is idle, there is no problem; this is just a call.

However, the manager may be carrying out a time-consuming analysis based

on the previous prices. If the new information invalidates the analysis, it

should be possible to terminate this computation early and to alert the

manager to the change. So our third major concern is with interrupts.

Thus, in order to support programming of daemons, it is necessary to

provide explicit language constructs for stating the timing interval between
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polls. The simplest construct for this purpose is an everytime statement,

which executes a given sequence of statements every N time units, where N

is a constant. We assume that polling less often costs less than polling more

often, where costs may include actual charges for resources and information.

We do not intend the everytime statement to represent a hard real-time

constraint, but assume that the system will make a “best effort” to meet the

constraint. If it cannot, it will degrade gracefully and provide proportion-

al service to all competing statements with the highest priority. (A full

implementation of PROFIT would include additional, more complex timing

statements as in, e.g., [5].)

Because it will not always be possible to meet all timing constraints, it is

necessary to associate priorities with different execution components of the

program. We have identified three possible places to attach priorities: threads,

calls, and entries (object interface entries or facet slots). In the threads case,

everything executed by the thread would carry its priority. In the calls case,

the thread would request a particular priority for the call at the time the call

is made. Finally, for entries, any thread that calls a particular procedure

would take on the priority of that procedure for the duration of the call. Since

one aspect of PROFIT’s philosophy is that every facet be self-contained, we

chose the third approach, where the priority scheme of one facet need not be

coordinated with any other. In the case of a prices facet, for instance, the put

operation would have a higher priority than the get operation because the

implementor of the facet determined that put is more important for the

application. Of course, only the prices feed should actually be permitted to

make the put call, but we do not address access control and security here.

An everytime statement calling the get slot would be used in our daemon

architecture to poll a shared prices facet. All get calls would have lower

priority than put. But there might be multiple get slots (getgreen, getgold,

getplatinum, etc.) that the prices facet would use to distinguish multiple

classes of daemon clients (say, those who have paid a premium for faster

service versus those who have not). In this case, these three entries could

share a common implementation (using indirection), since the only distinc-

tion is the associated priority. In any case, after a daemon has completed a

get call and has noticed that an interesting change has occurred, it is

necessary for the daemon to notify the associated computation, that is, the

mainline portfolio management strategy.

There are two main ways for this strategy to operate. One is as an infinite
loop that repeatedly makes buy and sell decisions based on the current values
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of prices information and trends in changes to these values. This requires

some way to interrupt the loop, in order to be able to change the flow of

control so that the strategy notices new values and takes correct action.

Another way for the strategy to operate is event-driven, where the portfolio

manager does nothing until signaled by a daemon that an important change

has occurred and that it is necessary to make a decision. If this computation

is longer than the time that would elapse before another change occurs, it is

again necessary to be able to interrupt the computation in order to change

course in light of the new information.

This means that an interrupt mechanism is needed. It is not appropriate,

however, to be able to interrupt at arbitrary control points, because then the

internal data (local variables of procedures as well as data slots) may be left

in an inconsistent state. Instead, it must be possible to specify sequences of

control points during which interrupts are (or are not) allowed. A common

control construct for this purpose is the critical section, within which inter-

rupts are disabled; the classical transaction [6] is similar, in the sense that

the system guarantees that the transaction appears to make isolated use of

the database. Outside a critical section (or outside a transaction), there are

no guarantees about interrupts to control flow (or changes to shared data).

In our application domain, it is relatively rare that a computation will be

in a consistent state, and therefore, there are few points where interrupts

should be allowed. Thus, instead of explicitly supporting interrupts, PROFIT

provides a special pause statement. At every point where a procedure is

willing to be interrupted, it executes the pause statement. A special “sensi-

tive section” allows the procedure to be interrupted between any two state-

ments within the block of code, to avoid tedious repetition of the pause

statement. (Note that a sensitive section is the opposite of a critical section,

where no interrupts are permitted between instructions. )

The pause statement (whether explicit or implicit in a sensitive section)

works by checking the queue of suspended threads. If there is a thread

waiting to evaluate a higher priority slot, then the current thread is queued,

and the waiting thread takes over; thus, the facet’s queue must be organized

as a priority queue, rather than strictly FIFO. As in an indirect call, a

pausing thread has the responsibility to make sure the data in the facet are

consistent and that any data it needs from the facet are stored within the

thread’s stack (i.e., the local variables of the in-progress C functions). Allow-

ing pauses only for higher priority operations is important not just for

meeting timing constraints, but also for suitable allocation of computation

resources. For example, a portfolio might want to pause frequently for input

from a highly valued “financial newsletter,” which might be implemented as

a daemon facet shared among multiple portfolio objects, but only look at less

valued information when otherwise idle.
Besides interrupts, another alternative to PROFIT’s pause statement (and

sensitive sections) is rendezvous, mentioned in the previous section in the
form of a receive statement. The problem with rendezvous is that it implies a

forced block, when what we want is to define the opportunities for preemp -
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tion—basically an optional block, where the option is taken only if an

appropriate thread is waiting. Explicit blocking in the sense of rendezvous is

not acceptable in the context of timing constraints [4].

8. IMPLEMENTATION

Two subsets of PROFIT, called Asset and Bankrupt, have been implemented.

Example stock trading programs written in the two dialects are given in the

appendixes. Each uses a different syntax, as we intentionally avoid defining

any particular syntax and instead concentrate on the underlying program-

ming model. Thus, the syntaxes used for the implementations were developed

for ease of translation and are not particularly “user friendly. ”

The Asset implementation was developed first. It translates PROFIT pro-

grams into C using lex and yacc. The resulting programs execute on Sun 3s.

Asset supports multiple facets, multiple objects, binding tables, shared facets,

and synchronous calls. However, everything executes within a single process,

and a simple round-robin scheduler is used. Neither interrupts nor time-

critical statements are implemented, and asynchronous calls do not work.

There is little error checking or code optimization. Asset consists of two

parts, a parser and a run-time kernel that supports scheduling and communi-

cation among facets. The parser consists of about 200 lines of lex input, 525

lines of yacc input, and 2600 lines of C code (not including lex and yacc

output). The kernel consists of about 925 lines of C code.

An Asset program includes facet, object, and process declarations, as well

as C code implementing the facets’ procedure slots. A facet consists of a

name, a set of internal slots implemented in the facet declaration, and a set

of external slots corresponding to the indirect slots discussed previously. An

object consists of a name, a list of member facets, a set of interface entries

and their corresponding facet slots, a binding table mapping facet,slot pairs

to facet,slot or object, entry pairs, and a priority specification. The one process

has a name, a list of facets, and selects an object,facet,slot triple as the

starting point for execution.

The Bankrupt implementation translates PROFIT programs to C + + us-

ing lex. The SunOS 4.0 lightweight processes library is used, and programs

execute correctly on Sun 4s. Strangely, different results are obtained when

running the same programs compiled for Sun 3s, and we suspect a bug in the

threads implementation. Bankrupt supports an even smaller subset of

PROFIT, but gives us an opportunity to experiment with representing facets

as C + + objects and with using real threads. Bankrupt provides only a

parser, with no run-time kernel; the scheduling and communication must be

written by the application programmer as part of the facet code (i. e., the C

functions), where monitors and threads are employed. The lex file consists of

about 1000 lines of rules and C + + code.

A Bankrupt program includes C code prefixed by the C.CODE keyword,

potentially shared facet declarations prefixed by sh-facet, object declara-
tions prefixed by object, and a main program indicated by profit main.

Since there is only one process, it is left implicit in this implementation of
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PROFIT. A facet, shared or otherwise (keyword facet), consists of typed data

slots and C functions. An object consists of a distinguished facet that defines

its interface entries and any nonshared facets. Inclusion of facets in objects

and binding of facets to other facets are accomplished through C + +‘s

inheritance mechanism. The main program calls any initializati on functions

needed and starts the process’ threads.

The Asset system is currently being redesigned, based on our Bankrupt

system experience, to produce the Capital system. Capital will support

asynchronous calls using the lightweight processes package. Special memory

management and other” optimizations are also being added.

will be to support multiple processes on the same machine

multiple machines.

9. RELATED WORK

The next step

and, later, on

Among object systems described in the literature, PROFIT is probably closest

to SOS [50]. SOS supports a notion of elementary object similar to PROFIT’s

facets. Elementary objects are collected into contexts (jmocesses) for execution

and into groups (objects) to determine allowable communications. A group

may contain elementary objects executing in different contexts. However, an

elementary object cannot be contained in multiple groups, so there is no

sharing. SOS is not intended to address the problems of sharing rapidly

changing data.

PROFIT facets are similar to Argus objects [411. If PROFIT objects and

processes were not distinct, but instead every object was also a process, the

result would closely match Argus guardians. Argus’s lightweight processes

are analogous to PROFIT’s threads. A guardian consists of three parts, an

interface (a set of handlers), internal processes, and an internal state (the

objects), which all must reside at the same location. Internal processes and

state are hidden within the guardian and accessible only through handlers.

When an external call is made to a handler, a process is created within the

guardian to service that call. The internal state can be shared among

processes within a guardian, but cannot be shared among multiple guardians.

Hermes [3] is another language that provides both objects and processes. In

Hermes, the process defines the external interface, in terms of typed ports;

objects are encapsulated inside processes, and there is only one thread of

control per process. Hermes objects are thus similar to PROFIT facets, except

that they cannot be shared.

It is interesting to compare PROFIT to Linda [9], which defines a paradigm
for parallel programming quite different from Argus or Hermes. Linda is

probably the best known coordination language: Like PROFIT, it extends

some base computational language to support communication and coordina-

tion among concurrent processes. Communication in Linda is via tuples in a

global tuple space. Facets can be viewed as the static analog of tuples. Tuples

can be created and deleted dynamically, and new processes may be spawned

by creating active tuples. On the other hand, facets cannot be created and

deleted during execution, and may be (potentially) active or (permanently)
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inactive depending on whether or not any procedure slots are included in the

facet. Linda tuples are shared among all “interested” processes, just as facets

are shared among all “interested” objects, that is, their statically defined

enclosing objects.

On the other hand, facets maybe treated as the dynamic analog of Flavor’s

mixins [44]. Mixins provide data and procedure slots that may be inherited

by arbitrary objects. Such inheritance is concerned with structure, however,

not contents. In particular, each inheriting object may have different values

in the data slots inherited from the same mixin. As mentioned previously,

the Jade programming environment [48] supports a compositional model of

object construction, by interfacing large or small program components to-

gether. Again, only implementation (code and data definition) is shared, not

data values. Facets, in contrast, provide direct sharing of data slot values as

well as definitions, in the style of Self [54].

In both Self and PROFIT, each slot contains either a data value or

procedure code. In Self, all accesses to slots are through messages. When an

object receives a message, it is searched for a slot matching the name of the

message; if none is found, then the object’s parents are searched recursively

(using multiple inheritance rules). Once a match is found, the corresponding

slot is evaluated and the result returned. In contrast, all slots referenced

within a PROFIT facet must be explicitly declared within that facet, and

indirect slots are resolved using a binding table. Thus, Selfs sharing is

implicit, whereas PROFIT’s is explicit. PROFIT also has a second sharing

mechanism, where a PROFIT object shares data and code with other objects

by sharing facets. The corresponding notion in Self would be two objects

sharing a common parent, but the analogy is not exact because of the lack of

self-pointers in PROFIT.

PROFIT is based .to some extent on one author’s previous experience

developing Meld [34], a concurrent object-oriented programming language

similar in scope to AvaIon [18]. Both Meld and Avalon are particularly

concerned with linguistic constructs for transactions and their integration

into an object-oriented language, but Meld focuses on concurrency control [33]

and Avalon on fault tolerance [141. PROFIT takes an entirely different

approach to data sharing in order to support rapid change, which is not

addressed by the atomic and serializable transaction model [211.

Meld supports both compile-time and execution-time collections of objects,

with Meld objects akin to PROFIT facets, but uses a single grouping con-

struct called the “feature” [321. Features bundle related classes and objects

together and define an interface to other features. One or more features

execute within an operating system process. Objects residing in a feature

may communicate with remote objects (through a distributed name server) as

well as among themselves. Emerald [8] also supports private local objects and

shared remote objects, with remote invocations. Like Meld, it also supports

intraobject concurrency via multiple operation invocations within an object.

While Meld controls concurrent access to private data within objects through
transactions (and/or using a simpler construct, called atomic blocks, which

simply locks an entire object through the block of code), Emerald uses
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monitors and condition objects. PROFIT does not allow intrafacet concur-

rency, since only one thread may execute at a time, but does permit a form of

interleaving since another thread can take over while the first is suspended

due to a procedure call to another facet or because it interrupts with higher

priority. Thus, facet consistency is a serious problem, but such interleaving

cannot be avoided in the context of real-time constraints.

In the database field, there is a related concept called “composite objects. ”

A composite object is a collection of objects related to each other by the

IS-PART-OF relationship. As such, it represents the unit of versioning,

physical clustering, and concurrency control and authorization [36]. Compos-

ite objects were implemented in Orion [371.

10. CONCLUSIONS

The primary contribution of this paper is our new object model for shared

data (facets), based on the separation of compile-time information-hiding

(objects) and execution-time computation concerns (processes). The sharing is

transparent, symmetric, and tightly coupled, our goal presented in the Intro-

duction. We have demonstrated, by our financial service example, a method-

ology for using our new object model in a practical application domain with

specialized requirements.

One important question raised by this research is the meaning of correct-

ness in the context of rapidly changing data. The classical transaction model

is clearly inappropriate. Possible approaches that we have considered include

modular verification [28, 45], self-stabilizing systems [19, 35], and common

knowledge [29]. Using the modular verification technique, the PROFIT pro-

grammer would define a set of invariants (defining safety properties) and

commitments (defining liveness properties) for each facet. Invariants would

be true whenever a facet is not executing, and, hence, would have to be true

whenever a thread leaves a facet (by terminating or by making an interface

call) or can be interrupted (e. g., in a sensitive section). Commitments would

have to be guaranteed to occur after an operation is invoked. The correctness

of objects would then be derived from the conjunction of the invariants and

the commitments of their constituent facets. One particularly useful kind of

invariant is monotonic (or stable) properties: Once a monotonic property

becomes true, it remains true forever, even though the component variables

might change [11, 27]. These invariants facilitate reasoning about changing

histories of entities (facets, objects, or processes), even when one entity is not

in direct communication with another.

The problem with this modular-verification approach is the actual state-

ment of what a correctly operating entity really achieves, given the fre -

quently changing data. Trivial statements, such as “if the price ever gets

above X, then eventually buy 100 shares, ” would be easy to state but are
unlikely to express a desired property accurately, given that prices could
change radically before the purchase is complete. The notion that arbitrary

data can change during the execution of a piece of code (e. g., evaluation of a

procedure slot) suggests an analogy with self-stabilizing systems. In such
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systems, it is assumed that data associated with an algorithm can be in an

“illegitimate state,” but that in a finite number of steps they will become

stabilized (i.e., in a legitimate state). If these illegitimate states can occur

during the life of the algorithm, then they could represent data changing

independently of the actions of the algorithm. Hence, to make progress, an

algorithm must repeatedly act as if its data have been changed. Correctness

of an algorithm starting in an illegitimate state is stated in terms of

becoming stabilized in a finite number of steps; hence, correctness of the

more general case would be stated in terms of eventually reaching a correct

answer if enough time passes without any more illegitimate states occurring.

In our application, the “illegitimate states” are the transient values of prices,

perhaps including wild fluctuations. These states would certainly stop at

day-end closing. The severe deficiency of this approach is that a portfolio

cannot wait until closing to make buy and sell decisions.

Specifications involving modal logics of knowledge are intended to handle

communication of new information and have proved their effectiveness in

describing the computations of distributed systems. In particular, such speci-

fications are useful when reasoning about the actions taken by various

entities because of what they “know” about other entities and what these

other entities “know.” Thus, reasoning is not restricted to statements about

raw state variables, but, in effect, the history of interactions of each entity

with all other entities. Logics of knowledge have demonstrated their useful-

ness in describing relatively complex interactions with simple, intuitive

statements [30], but it is not clear how to apply this approach when the

knowledge is changing more rapidly than it can be sampled.

Formal semantics along with good specification, verification, and valida-

tion techniques for PROFIT in particular, and our object model in general,

appear to be an exciting area for future research.

APPENDIX A.1 AN EXAMPLE USING ASSET DIALECT

This example interacts with the end user and gives advice based on rules

defined in the PROFIT program. The end user decides whether to buy or sell

AT&T and IBM stocks. This program was written by Isai Shenker.

{*
Declaration of Profit facets, objects, and processes

*}

{* Stock A facet *1
FACET stock.a

internal init _a( ): int, {*initialization*}

low: int, { *lowest price*}

high: int, {*highest price*}

ave: int, {*average price*}

number: int, {*number of shares*}
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ret–num( ): int, {*utility*}

name: char *, {*stock name*}

get-ok( ): int, {*selling policy*}

{*

The following are accessor functions serving as

corresponding object entries

*}

get.name( ): char *

external delta_b: int { *price change of stock B“]

END FACET stock_a

{* Stock B facet *}

Facet stock.b

internal init_b( ): int, { *initialization*}

sell( ): int, { *selling action*}

b_name: char *, { *stock name*}

price _change: int, { *latest price change*}

quality: int, { *international rating*}

number_b: int, { *number of shares*}

{*
The following are accessor functions serving as

corresponding object entries

*}

get-b-name( ): char *

external a_number ( ): int, { *number of shares of stock A*}

a– name: char * {*stock A name*}

end facet stock_b

{* Securities and Exchange Committee (SEC) facet *}

Facet sec

internal init – sec( ): int, {*initialization*}

get_number( ): int, { *total number of shares*}

report( ): int, { *display SEC data*}

get_most( ): int { *find the most popular stock*}

external number_a( ): int, { *number of shares of stock A*}

a–name: char *, { *name of stock A*}

a_low: int, { *lowest price of stock A*}

a–high: int, { *highest price of stock A*}
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foo: int, {*highest price of stock A*}

b-name: char *, {*name of stock B*}

b-change: int, {*price change of stock B*}

number2: int { *number of shares of stock B*)

end facet sec

{* Broker facet *}

Facet broker

internal sell_a( ): int,

sell–b( ): irk,

buy-a( ): int,

buy_b( ): int,

advise( ): int,

init –broker( ): int {*initialization*)

external low_a: int,

a–name: char *,

b-name: char *,

high-a: int,

number–a: long,

number_b: long,

ok_to_sell._a( ): int,

delta_b: int,

total -number( ): long,

sec_query( ): int,

go_sell_b( ): int

end facet broker

{*Main Driver for New York Stock Exchange -- orders are accepted by this

facet*}

Facet initial

internal first( ): int

external init _A( ): int,

init_B( ): int,

init–SEC( ): int,

init-BROKER( ): int,

get_report( ): int,

get _advise( ): int,

action_ buy._a( ): int,

action_ buy-b( ): int,

action_ sell_. a( ): int,
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action–sell_b( ): int

end facet initial

OBJECT stocks

FACETS: stock-a stock- b

ENTRY:

{*Mapping of object entries to procedure slots*}

stocks– a–get–ok ~ stock–a. get _ok,

stocks_ init_a -+ stock–a. init–a,

stocks_ init_b ~ stock–b. init–b,

stocks_b– sell -+ stock –b. sell,

stocks_ a– number ~ stock– a.ret _ num;

MAP:

{*Mapping of all external slots*}

stock– a.delta–b ~ stock –b.price_change,

stock_ b.a_number -+ stock–a. ret–num,

stock–b. a–name + stock–a. name;

PRIORITY:

resp–pr := 2;

inter–pr := 3;

slot–pr := 2;

END OBJECT stocks

OBJECT monitor

FACETS: sec stock-a stock_b

ENTRY:

{ *Mapping of object entries to procedure slots*}

monitor–most + sec.get–most,

monitor–total ~ sec. get _number,

sec_report - sec.report,

sec_init–sec ~ sec.init–see;

MAP:

{ *Mapping of all external slots*}

sec. number–a ~ stocks. stocks–a–number,

sec. a–name ~ stock–a. name,

sec. b–name ~ stock–b. b_name,

sec.b. change ~ stock–b price – change,

sec. a–high ~ stock–a.high,
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sec. a_low + stock_ a.low,

sec.foo ~ stock–a. ave,

sec. number2 + stock–b number-b,

stock–a. delta–b ~ stock –b.price–change,

stock–b. a–number ~ stock –a. ret–num,

stock –b. a–name ~ stock_ a name;

PRIORITY:

resp–pr := 1;

inter–pr := O;

slot_pr := 4;

END OBJECT monitor

OBJECT brokerage

FACETS: broker stock_a stock_b

ENTRY:

{*Mapping of object entries to procedure slots*}

broker -init ~ broker .init _broker,

broker_ advise ~ broker .advise,

broker-sell-a + broker. sell_a,

broker_ sell-b -+ broker .sell-b,

broker_ buy-a ~ broker. buy-a,

broker_buy _ ~ broker. buy-b;

MAP:

{*Mapping of external slots*}

stock– a. delta–b + stock_b price-change,

stock–b. a–number + stock –a.ret –num,

stock_ b.a–name + stock–a.name,

broker.low-a + stock-a.low,

broker .a-name + stock -a.name,

broker. b-name - stock-b. b-name,

broker. high_a ~ stock_ a.high,

broker .number _ a ~ stock_ a. number,

broker. number_b ~ stock_ b.number_b,

broker .ok_sell_a ~ stock_ a.get_ok,

broker. sec_query ~ monitor. monitor_ most,

broker. go_sell_b ~ stocks. stocks-b-sell,

broker. total_ number ~ monitor .monitor_total,

broker .delta_b + stock_ b.price_change,
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PRIORITY:

resp–pr := 1;

inter–pr := O;

slot–pr := 4;

END OBJECT brokerage

OBJECT system

FACETS: initial

ENTRY:

MAP:

initial. init – A ~

initiaI. init_B +

initial .init– SEC

initial. int _BROKER

initial. get –report +

initial. get – advice +

initial .action_sell–a

initial .action_sell–b

initial .action_buy–a

initial .action–buy–b

PRIORITY:

resp–pr := 2;

inter–pr := 3;

slot_pr := 2;

END OBJECT system

stocks. stocks –init – a,

stocks .stocks–init_b,

+ monitor .sec–init – see,

+ brokerage .broker–init,

monitor .sec–report,

brokerage .broker-advise,

+ brokerage .broker–sell–a,

-+

+

+

brokerage .broker-sell-b,

brokerage .broker-buy-a,

brokerage .broker-buy-b;

{* UNIX process -- home for all facets *}

PROCESS nyse

FACETS: stock-a stock-b broker sec initial

{ *first procedure slot to execute*}

start := system. initial. first( );

END PROCESS nyse

# include “stock-ah”

char *stock–a–name;

int get_ok( )

{
if (delta-b > 20) {

return(l);
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}

int

{

}

return(0);

}
else {

}

ret .num( )

return(number);

int init _a( )

{

}

I*

“/
char

{

}

int

{

}

int

{

}

int

{

}

stock. a.name = “AT&T”;

put-slot(-name, stock_ a_name);

put_slot(_low, 24);

put_slot(_high, 47);

put_slot(_ave, 40);

put_slot(_number, 1000);

accessor routines

*get -name( )

return(name);

get_high( )

return(high);

get _ave( )

return(ave);

get _low( )

return(low);

#include “stock_b. h”
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char *stock–b–name;

int init -b( )
[
1

stock-b-name = “IBM”;

put-slot(-b-name, stock-b_ name);

put-slot(_price-change, 10);

put-slot(_number_b, 1000);

int sell( )

{

}

/“

*I
int

{

}

char

{

}

‘ int

{

}

put-slot(_price-change, price-change + 10);

if (number-b e 700)

printf(’’nyse update: stock ‘% is in great demand\ n“,

b_ name);

accessor functions

get_number-b( )

return(number –b);

“get-b-name( )

return(b–name);

get_change( )

return(price– change);

#include “see.h”

long get -number( )

{
long num;

num = _a( ) + number2;

return(num);
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}

int get _most ( )

{

if (-number_a( ) > number2) {

return(l);

}

else {

return(2);

}

}

int init - sec( )

{

}

#include “see.h”

report( )

{

printf(” \ n \ n \ tNew York Stock Exchange Report\ n \ n“);

printf(” \ n \ tstock-name; \ t%s \ n“, a-name);

printf (“ \ tnumber: \ t%ld \ n“, -number-a( );

printf(” \ thigh = %cI \ n \ tlow = %d \ n \ taverage = Y.d”,

a_high, a-low, foo);

printf(” \ n \ tname: \ t%s \ n“, b-name);

printf (“ \ tnumber: \ t’%ld \ n“, number2);

printf(” \ tprice change: %d \ n“, b-change);

printf(” \ ntotal number of shares is %ld \ n“, _get _number( ));

}

#include “broker.h”

#define SELL_A 1

#define SELL_B 2

#define BUY_A 3

#define BUY-B 4

int init–broker(l)

{

}

int sell_b( )

{
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}
else {

int stock;

printf(’’request to sell %s \ n“, b-name);

upd.nyse(SELL-B);

stock = _sec_query( );

if (stock = = 1) {

printf(’’Cannot sell %s stock at a reasonable price\ n“, b_name);

printf(’’Investors are crazy about 90S shares\ n“, a_name);

printf(’’and do not want to buy other Blue Chips\ n“);

put-slot(-number-a, number-a – 200);

if (number-a < O) put-slot(_number-a, number-a + 300);

-go-sell_b( );

printf(’’Sold %s \ n“, b_name);

printf(” \ s’s price change is %d \ n“, b_name, delta_ b);

int sell-a( )

{

printf(’’request to sell %s \ n“, a-name);

upd-nyse(SELL-A);

if (-ok to-sell-a( )) {

printf(’’Sold %s \ n“, a_name);

if (delta–b > = high–a – low–a)

else {

}

}

else {

printf(’’Stock ~os is fluctuating more than stock YOS! \ n“,

b.name, a_name);

put-slot(-delta-b, delta_b – 50);

printf(’’Stock %s is too risky, sell it\ n“, a_name);

if (delta_b > = 10) {

printf

(“Cannot sell %s stock -- price of %s is not changing \ n“,

a–name, b_name);

put-slot(-delta-b, delta_b + 10);

}
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else {

put.slot(_number_a, number-a + 30);

put_slot(_high_a, high_a + 15);

put-slot(_delta_b, delta_b + 33);

printf(’’Sold %s \ n“, a-name);

}

}

)

int buy_a( )

{

printf(’’request to buy %s \ n“, a_name);

upd_nyse(BUY.A);

printf(’’Bought 90S\ n“, a_name);

if (_total_number ( ) > = 2005) {

printf(’’advise: sell %s -- market is flooded\ n“, b_name);

put_slot(_delta_b, delta--b – 39);

}

else if (_ok_to_.sell_a( ) = = O)

printf(’’advise: buy %s, bargain price at %d \ n“),

a_name, low_a);

else {

put_slot(_number_a, number-a – 150);

if (number–a < O) put _slot(_number._a, – 1 *number _-a);

)

}

int buy_b( )

{

printf(’’request to buy %s \ n“, b-name);

upd_nyse(BUY_B);

if (high-a > 160) {

printf(’’advise: buy %s \ n“, a-name);

printf(’’stock %s’s high was at Yod \ n“, a-name, high-a);

printf(’’there are ‘%odshares of this stock\ n“, number-a);

printf(’’total number of shares is ~od \ n“, _total_number ( ));

}

else {

printf(’’Bcmght %s \ n“, b-name);

if (delta-b > 100)
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printf(’’Warning: sell %s ASAP\ n“, b. name);

else

printf(’’Don’t sell %s \ n“, b_name);

}

)

upd. nyse(action)

int action;

{

switch (action) {

case SELL.A:

put_slot(_low_a, high.a – 60);

if (low_a < O) put_slot(_low–a, – l*low_a);

put_slot(_high_a, high_a – 30);

if (high–a < O) put–slot(–high_a, – l*high–a);

put_ slot(-number_a, number_a – 100);

if (number_a < O) put –slot(–number–a, – 1 *number–a + 20);

put_slot(-number_b, number-b – 30);

if (number –-b < O) put –slot(–number–b, – 1 *number–b);

put_slot(-delta-b, delta-b – 90);

break:

case SELL_B:

put_slot(-high-a, high-a – 20};

if (high–a < O) put –slot(_high-a, – 1 *high_ a);

put_slot(_low_a, high_ a);

put_slot(_delta_b, delta_b + 131);

put.slot(_number_a, number_a + 250);

put_slot(_number_b, number_b – 100);

if (number_b < O) put -slot(–number_b, – 1 *number_b + 100);

break;

case BUY A:

put_slot(-high-a, high-a + 20);

put_slot(_number_a, number_a – 50);

if (number_a < O) put–slot(–number–a, – l*number._a + 41);

put_slot(_number_b, number_b + 300);

break;
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case BUY B:

put-slot(-low-a, low_a + 25);

put_slot(_high_a, high_a + 47);

put-slot(-delta_b, delta_b + 23);

put_slot(_number_a, number-a – 135);

if (number_a < O) put._ slot(_number.a, – 1 *number–a + 18);

break;

}

if (low_a > high_ a)

put-slot(-high-a, low_a + (int) (low_a – high_ a)/3);

}

int advise ( )

{

int stock;

stock = _ see_ query( );

if (stock = = 2) {

if (number_b > = 800) {

if (high-a > = 100) {

printf(’’Buy % s, it’s price is rising\ n“,

b_name);

if (delta_b > 40)

printf(

“Stock %s has to be monitored, it is

fluctuating \ n“,

b_name);

)

else {

printf(’’Hold on to Yos\ n“, a-name);

printf(’’Start aggressive investment in %s \ n“,

b.name);

)

}
else {

printf(’’Investors are dumping all stocks\ n“);

printf(”A good opportunity to buy Yos and %s \ n“,

a_name, b–name);

}
return;
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if (delta-b = high.a – low-a) {

if (low-a > = 250) {

printf(’’Stock %s is extremely attractive\ n“, a_name);

printf(’’Invest all money in %s, sell %s \ n“,

a_name, b-name);

}

else if (low-a > = 150) {

printf(’’Stock %s is recommended\ n“, a-name);

printf(”It is a good long-term investment\ n“);

printf(”Do not sell %s \ n“, b_name);

I

else {

printf(’’Stock %s is investors’ favorite\ n“, a_name);

printf(’’Buy it as a safe investment with low returns\ n“);

J

else {

printf(’’Stock %s is going down, sell it\ n“, a_name);

printf(”Do not buy %s \ n“, b_name);

}

}

#include “initial.h”

first( )‘

{

int ans;

printf(” \ n \ n \ tWelcome to the demonstration of PROFIT\ n \ n“);

–init_A( );

_init_B( );

-init-SEC( );

-init_BROKER(

while (1) {

);

printf(” \ n \ n \ n“);

printf

(“\t\tl – sell AT&T\ n\t\t2 - buy AT&T\ n\t\t3

— sell IBM\n\t\t4 – buy IBM\ n\t\t5 – report \n\t\t6 –

get inside info \ n \ t \ t7 – exit\ n“);

printf(” \ n \ t \ tSelection: “);

scanf (“%d”, &ans);

system(’’clear”);
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switch(ans) {

case 1:

-action-sell-a( );

break;

case 2:

_action_buy–a( );

break;

case 3:

-action-sell-b( );

break;

case 4:

-action-buy_b( );

break;

case 5:

_get-report ( );

break;

case 6:

_get-advise( );

break;

case 7:

exit(0);

break;

default:

print(’’Invalid option\ n“);

break;

}

}

APPENDIX B. Ii Example Using Bankrupt Dialect

This example is a simulated programmed trading system. It automatically

buys and sells any number of stocks for any number of clients according to

simple rules provided at start-up. This program was written by Ari Gross.

C-CODE #include (math.h)

C-CODE #define FLUX 10
C-CODE #define MAX_ CUSTOMER 4

C_CODE # define MAX._ STOCKS 4

C-CODE #define BUY 1

C-CODE #define SELL 2
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C.CODE #define SET

C_CODE #define UNSET

sh – facet stocks {

1

0

int stock–prices[MAX. STOCKS]; //array for storing stock

prices

int number–of–stock–prices;

void print_ out-stock_ prices( ) {

int j = number–of stock _prices;

for(int i=l; i<j+l; i++)

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nSTOCKS: %d: %d “,i,

stock _prices [i]);

fprintf(stdout,” \ n“); fflush(stdout);

}
}; end_sh_facet

sh_facet demon_ 1: sh-facet stocks {

int rules[MAX__STOCKS + 11 [21;

int client.list[MAX. STOCKS + 11 [MAX-CUSTOMER

+ 11;

int number_ of.rules;

int number–of–client –-list;

int maiIbox[MAX_CUSTOMER + 11 [MAX-STOCKS +

11;

int demon_ init;

void init( )

{

int client–id, monitor–num, stockn, p–buy, p_sell;

int client–rule;

if (demon-init = = O – {

demon-init = 1;

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nDAEMON_CITI: demon initializa-
tion: “);

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: Enter number of stocks to monitor “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &monitor_ num);

number– of–rules = monitor– num;

printf(stdout, “ \ nDAEMON_CITI: number of stocks

being monitored:

%d”,
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get.number of rules( ));

for (int i = 1; i < number-of_ rules( ) + 1; + + i) {

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON.CITI: Enter stock number and buying and selling price “);

fflush(stdout);

fscanf(stdin, “%d %d”, &stockn, &p_buy, &p_sell);

rules[stocknl[BUYI = p_buy;

rules[stockn][SELL] = p_ sell;

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON-CITI: How many clients are associated with this rule? “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &client-rule);

if (i = = 1 II (client _rule > number _of_client -list))

number_ of._client_list = client–rule;

for (int j = 1; j < client-rule + 1; j + + ) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nDAEMON_CITI: Enter client

id: “

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &client_id);

client_list [i] ~1 = client-id;

}

}

print_ out -rules( );

}

void

{

print-out_. client_ list( );

fprintf(stdout, “initialization of DAEMON-CITI

complete \ n“);

fflush(stdout);

}

run( )

int buy, sell, var–. assign;

for(;;) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nDAEMON_CITI: checking stock

prices. . . \ n“);

for(int i = 1; i < number_ of_rules + 1; i + + ) {

buy = rules [i] [BUYI;

sell = rules [i] [SELLI;

if (buy > stock_ prices [i]) {

for (int j = 1; j < number_ of_client_list( ) +

I;j ++)

if (client_list [i] ijl! = O)

{
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fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: notify client Yod to BUY stock

[i] h], i);

%d \ n“, client_list

mailbox[client_ list [i] ~1 [i] = BUY;

mailbox[client_ list [i] ~1 [0] = SET;

fprintf(stdout, “%d \ n“,

mailbox[client-list [i] ~11 [i]);

fflush(stdout);

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: stock ‘%d: buy price: %d , cur price: %d \ n“,

i, buy, stock_ prices [i]);

fflush(stdout);

if (sell < stock-prices [i]){

for (int j = 1; j < number_ of_client_list +

l;j ++)

if (client-list [i] h]!= O)

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: notify client Yod to SELL stock 7od\ n“,

client_list [i] ~], i);

mailbox[client-list [i] fill [i] =

SELL.

mailbox[client_ Iist [i] till [01 =

SET;

fprintf(stdout, “%d \ n“,

mailbox[client-list [i] ~11 [i]);

fflush(stdout);

fprintf(stdout,” \ nDAEMON_CITI;

sell price: ~od, cur price: %d \ n“, sell, stock_ price [i]);

fflush(stdout);

}

}

void print_ out-rules( )

{

for (int i = 1; i < number of rules + 1; + + i)

fprintf(stdout,
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“ \ nDAEMON-CITI: stock: %d buy: ‘Zod sell: %d \ n“,

i, get_rules [i][BUYl, rules [il[SELLl);

void print-out-client-list( )

for (int i = 1; i < number-of-rules( ) + 1; + + 1){

fprintf(stdout,” \ nDAEMON-CITIstock: %d “, i);

for (int j = 1; j < number-of-client_ list + 1; + + j)

fprintf(stdout,” \ nDAEMON-CIT190d”,

client_list [i] lj])

}
fprintf(stdout, “ \ n“); fflush(stdout);

}; end._ sh_facet

object sec : sh_facet stocks {

facet sec {

interface:

int stock _ value;

void run( ) {

int ran, inc, c– stock, tprice, counter:

long int random( );

for (;;) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nNYSE: “);

for(c-stock = 1); c-stock < number_ of_stock_prices + 1;

+ + c_stock) {

inc = ((int)random( )) YO(FLUX + 1);

inc – = FLUX/2;

if (inc < O)

fprintf(stdout,’’%d: %d %d “, c-stock,

stock -prices[c - stock], inc);

else

fprintf(stdout,’’%d: %d + %d “, c-stock,

stock- prices[c - stock], inc);

stock_ prices[c _ stock] = stock _prices[c_ stock] + inc;

)

}

}

void

init( )

{
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int dvalue, snum;

void begin_day( );

begin_day( );

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nSEC: Enter number of stocks to be traded: “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d, &snum);

number–of_stock_ prices = snum;

for (int i = 1; i < number_ of_stock.prices + 1; i + + ) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nSEC: Enter price of stock %d: “, i);

fscantf(stdin,’’% d”, &stock-value);

put_stock_prices(i, stock_ value); }

fprintf(stdout,

“ \nSEC: Here are stock prices at the opening of the trading

day. ..:\n\n”);

print_ out_ stock_ prices( );

}

}; end_ facet

}; end-object

sh_facet demon_2 : sh_facet stocks {

int rules[MAX-STOCKS + 11 [21;

int client_ list[MAX_STOCKS + 11 [MAX. CUSTOMER

+ 11;

int number –of_rules;

int number–of–client –list;

int maiIbox[MAX_CUSTOMER + 1] [MAX_ STOCKS +

1];

int demon -init;

void init( )

1

int client–id, monitor–num, stockn, p_buy, p_sell;

int client–rule;

if (demon–init = = O)

demon-init =

fprintf(stdout,

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: Enter

i.

i‘\ nDAEMON_CITI: demon initializa-

tion: “);

number of stocks to monitor “);

fscant(stdin, “%d”, &monitor-num);
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number–of–rules = monitor –num;

fprintf(stdout,

“nDAEMON_CITI: number of stocks being monitored: %d”,

get_ number-of-rules( ));

for (int i = 1; i < number-of-rules( ) + 1; + + i) {

fprintf(stdout,

“nDAEMON-CITI: Enter stock number and buying and selling price “);

fflush(stdout);

fscanf(stdin, “%d %d %d”, &stockn, &p.buy,

&p_sell);

rules[stockn] [BUY] = p_buy;

rules[stockn] [SELL] = p_ sell;

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON-CITI: How many clients are associated with this rule? “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d, &client_ rule);

if (i = = 1 I I (client_rule >

number _of_client ._list))

number_ of_client_list = client_ rule;

for (int j = 1; j < client_rule + 1; j + + ) {

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: Enter client id: “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &client_id);

client–list [i] h] = client–id;

}

print -out -rules( );

print-out-client-list( );

fprintf(stdout, “initialization of DAEMON_CITI complete \ n“);

fflush(stdout);

}

}

void run( )

{
int buy, sell, var_assign;

for(;;) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nDAEMON-CITI: checking stock

prices .

for(int i = 1; i < number-of-rules + 1; i + + )

buy = rules [i][BUY];
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sell = rules [il[SELLl;

if (buy > stock-prices [i]) {

for(int j = 1; j < number_ of_client _list( ) + 1; j + + )

if (client-list [i] fil! = 0)

{

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: notify client

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: stock %d:

i, buy, stock_ prices [i]):

}

fprintf(stdout,

%d to BUY stock

[i] u], i);

%d \ n“, client_list

mailbox[client-list [i] ~]] [i] = BUY;

mailbox[client-list [i] ~11 [0] = SET:

fprintf(stdout, “%d \ n“,

mailbox[client-list [i] u]] [i]);

fflush(stdout);

fprintf(stdout,

buy price: %d , cur price: Tod \ n“,

fflush(stdout);

if (sell < stock-prices [i]) {

for(int j = 1; j < number_ of_client_list + 1; j + + )

if (client_list [i] ~]! = O

{

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: notify client %d to SELL stock Yod \ n“, client _list

[i] h], i);

mailbox[client-list [i] ~11[i] = SELL;

mailbox[client-list [i] UIIIOI = SET;

fprintf(stdout,’”%d \ n“,

mailbox[client_ list [i] fill [i]);

fflush(stdout);

fprintf(stdout,

“nDAEMON_CITI: sell price: %d, cur price: 7od \ n“,

sell, stock-prices [i]);

fflush(stdout);

)

}

}

}
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}

void print -out-rules( )

{

for (int i = 1; i < number-of-rules + 1; + + i)

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON_CITI: stock: Yod buy: 9od sell: %d \ n“, i, get_rules [i]

[BUY], rules [i] [SELLI);

)

void print-out-client-list( )

{

for (int i = 1; i < number-of_ rules( ) + 1; + + i) {

fprintf(stdout,” \ nDAEMON-CITI: stock: %d “, i);

for (int j = 1; j < number-of-client-list + 1; + + j)

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nDAEMON-CITI: %d “, client-list [i] U])

}
fprintf(stdout, ~~\ n’>); fflush(stdout);

}
}; end-sh-facet

object trader– 1

{

facet trader : sh_facet stocks, sh_facet demon-1 {

interface:

int trader-number;

int portfolio[MAX-STOCKS + 11 [2];

void

init( )

{

int i, j, b, s,, trad;

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nCITICORP: Enter trader ID “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d, &trad);

trader- numlber = trad;

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nCITICORP: Do you want to want to enter portfolio now “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &i);

if (i) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nCITICORP: How many stocks in portfolio? “);

fscanf(stdin, “’%od”, &j);
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for(int k=l; k<j+l; k++){

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nCITICORP: / for stock%d, enter a buying and selling price\ n“, k);

fscanf(stdin, “%d %d, %d”, &b, &s);

portfolio [k] [BUY] = b;

portfolio[k] [SELL] = s;}

}

}

void

run( )

{

int j, tmp, t-chk;

for(;;) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nCITICORP: $Zod: \ n“, trader-number);

fflush(stdout);

C-CODE mon–enter(&m–mailbox– l);

if ((t -chk = check- stock( )) > O) {

for (j = 1; j < MAX-STOCKS + 1; j + + ){

if ((tmp = check-stock(j)) > O) {

if (tmp = = BUY) buy-stock(j);

else sell _stock(j);

clear-check-bit(j);

clear_ check _bit(0);

C- CODE mon–exit(&m–mailbox_ l);

fprintf(stdout,”%d \ n“, mailbox[trader_ number]] ~];

fflush(stdout);

if (check- stock( ) = O)

fprintf(stdout,’’Computing strategies \ n“);

}’
int

buy-stock(int i)

i
int buy.num;

long int random( );

buy-num = ((int)random( )) % FLUX;
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if (!buy.num) + + buy._num;

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nCITICORP: trader %d has BOUGHT %d shares of stock %d at

%d\n”,

trader._ number, buy_num, i, stock_ prices [i]);

fflush(stdout);

stock–prices I[il = stock–prices [i] + buy–num;

return(buy_rIlum);

}

int

sell_ stock(int i)

{
int sell _ num;

long int random( );

sell-num = ((int)random( )) Yo FLUX;

if (!sell–num) + + sell _num;

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nCITICORP: trader %d has SOLD %d shares of stock Yod at ~od \ n“,

trader-number, sell-num, i, stock_ prices [i]);

fflush(stdout);

stock_ prices [i] = stock–-prices [i] – sell–mum;

return(sell_rlum);

}

int

check_ stodc( )

{

return(mailbox[trader _.numberl[Ol);

}

int

check -stock(int j)

{

return(mailbox[trader– numberl h]);

}

void

clear –check–bit(int i)

{
mailbox[trader_ numberl [i] = O;

}
} end_ facet
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}; end_object

object trader_2

{
facet trader : sh-facet stocks, sh_facet demon_2 {

interface:

int trader _number;

int portfolio[MAX_STOCKS + 11 [21;

void

init( )

{

int i, j, b, s, trad;

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nCITICORP: Enter trader ID “);

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &trad);

trader-number = trad;

fprintf(stdout,” \ nCITICORP: Do you want to enter portfolio now
,)

);

fscanf(stdin, “%d, &i);

if (i) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nCITICORP: How many stocks in portfolio?
,,

);

fscanf(stdin, “%d”, &j);

for(int k=l; k<j+l; k++){

“ \ nCITICORP:

fprintf(stdout,

for stock %d, enter a buying and selling price\ n“, k);

fscanf(stdin, “%d, %d,” &b, &s);

portfolio[k] [BUY] = b;

portfolio[kl [SELLI = s; }

}

void

run( )

{

int j, tmp, t–chk;

for(;;) {

fprintf(stdout, “ \ nCITICORP: %d: \ n“, trader-number);

fflush(stdout);

C_ CODE mon-enter(&m-mailbox_ 1);
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if ((t -chlk = check- stock( )) > O) {

for(j = 1; j < MAX-STOCKS + 1; j + + ) {

if ((tmp = check-stock(j)) > O) {

if (tmp = = BUY) buy-stock(j);

else sell–stock(j);

clear_ check-bit(j);

}

}

clear-check-bit(0);

}
C_ CODE mon-exit(&m-mailbox- l);

fprintf(stdout,’’’%od \ n“, mailbox[trader- numberll h];

fflush(stdout);

if (check- stock( ) = O)

fprintf(stdout,’’Computing strategies \ n“);

}

}

int

buy_stock(int i)

{

int buy_num;

long int random( );

buy-rmm = ((int)random( )) % FLUX;

if (!buy. num) + + buy_num;

fprintf(stdout,

“ \ nCITICORP: trader %d has BOUGHT %d shares of stock %d at
~Od\ n“

trader-number, buy-nurn, i, stock-prices [i]);

fflush(stdout);

stock_ prices [i] = stock_ prices [i] + buy_num;

return(buy _ num);

}

int

selI _ stock(int i)

{
int sell.. num;

long int ranclom( );

sell–num((rnt)random( )) % FLUX;

if (!sell–num) + + sell–num;

fprintf(stdout,
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“ \ nCITICORP: trader %d has SOLD %d shares of stock %d at %d \ n“,

trader_ number, sell-num, i, stock-prices [i]);

fflush(stdout);

stock_ prices [i] =

return(sell–num);

}

int

check. stock( )

{

stock–prices [i] – sell _num;

return(mailbox[trader _number][O]);

int

check_ stock(int j)

{
return(mailbox[trader -number] fi]);

1

void

clear_ check_ bit(int i)

mailbox[trader_ number] [i] = O;

} end_ facet

}; end-object

profit - end

C-CODE sec e;

C-CODE demon_l dl;

C-CODE trader- 1 t 1;

C-CODE demon-2 d2;

C-CODE trader_2 t2;

profit.main {

e. init( );

dl. init( );

tl. init( );

d2. init( );

t2. init)”);

thread task _eec;

thread task -daem _ 1;
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}
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{

}

void

{

}

void

{

}
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thread task_ trad_l;

thread task-daem-2;

thread task_ trad_2;

}; end-main

task- ~sec( )

e. run( );

task_ claem_ 1( )

dl. run( );

task-trad_l( )

tl. run( );

task_ daem_2( )

d2. run( );

tasl~_trad_2( )

t2. run( );

void begin-day( )

{
fprintf(stdout,

“ \ n \ n \ nA DAY OF TRADING on the New York Stock Exchange is about

to commence. \ 007”);

fflush(stdout);

system(’’sleep l“);

fprintf(stdout,”.. \ 007”); fflush(stdout);

system(’’sleep l“);

fprintf(stdout ,“.. \ 007”); fflush(stdout);
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